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5 Asian

juniper
10 Tax experts:

Abbr.
14 Scot. port
15 Sugarworks:
West Indies
16 "- we
forgetu

17 Ship's
freight offi·
cer
19 Numerical
prefix
20 Stationary
21 Ending for
penta or

hexa
22 Barge
23 Bridge
response: 2

words
25 - jacket
26- do-well
30 Managed
31- - nails
34 River and
cartoonist
36 Bishop's hat
38 Nigerian
trille
39 Kind of gun
42 Distinctive
usage: Suffix
43 In reserve: 2

words
44 Girl's name
45 Lurched
47 Reprimand;
Slang
49 Departs
5D Ethiopian
prince
51 Surgeon;
Informal
53 Vessel
55 Hurry
56 Plaid
61 Entry fee
62 Take away
citizenship
64 British
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
CADS.AL.AS

PROVO

AGEE~GORE

Ri.JMOR

DE;MAGO~+C

EMILE

I N U R

E·~~E
S T I MATES

S T A l NG

E D { IT 0 R

"HIIf'"
E V I C T

A l B A L

~

MISNO

ERS.PALER

ALLOT

ts"ecRIETIVE
T E AA
E V E S

L. I A N E
JLAMEO

ADDS

SEES

weapon

65 Singer Del·
Ia 66 Cleaving
tool
67 Mullltude
68 Miscalculated
69 Mate ani·
mals
DOWN
1 At a-: Be·
wi!dered
2 Border
3 California
county
4 Dill herb
5 Help
6- - rule
"7 N. Amer.
vine: 2
words

a.u--

We

Trust>~

9 Light
10 Nearer
11 Small sin
12 Concerning:
2 words
13 Pack neatly
18 Tenth of a
sen
24 Disney animal
25 Peeled
26 Lowest
point
27 Uneven
28 Counts off
29 Burglarize
31 That girl
32 Poplar
33 Soft drinks

35 Wild plums
37 Tire part
40 Boundary
41 Piano part
46 Dormant
48 Pockmarked
51 Stirrer
52 Auto
53 Strike
64 Familiar
with
55 Roll call response
57 Cleft
58 Edible
rootstock
59 Whit
60 It's to me!
63 Ibsen character

Union hassled
By BILL ROBERTSON
Negotiations continue today between UNM and the Communications
Workers of America for a new wage contract amid reports that union
employees are being harassed by supervisors.
The CWA represents almost half the University's maintcnartce and
food service personnel. They are bargaining for wage increases lo
combat escalating cost-of-living figures, now estimated at 7 per certt
annually.
University Physical Plant Director Floyd Williams said Wednesday
grievances have been filed alleging harassment of unionized employees
by their supervisors. However, he added, "No University employees
have ever been fired for union activities."
Narciso Gallegos, manager of labor relations for the University
Personnel Department, was also aware of grievances filed for
harassment of unionized employees. He said, "Ordinarily supervisors
aren't aware of who is in the union and who isn't. Sometimes they can
tell, though, by an employee's attitudes or his actions."
During negotations, grievances are filed but little action is taken,
"We go through the first and second steps of the grievance
!continued on page 51
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Funding limited
by student court

Fasltionable
Vests
A Fine Selection At

2916 Central S.E
266-9946
11·6 Mon.-Sat.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Waylt

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

---~-- Telephon,·.._~~~--

Ambulance transported Sclwen·
berg lo BCMC where doctors
worked on his injurie' for nHHe
than three hour' before releasing.
him.
Police said SdHlenberg apparently was not wearing safety
glasses at the time or 1he accident,

A R A
T E_lC (ti S
U L E
TIM/ED
S H 0 E T~
5 L. A IV E D
y A R ~

Classified Advertising Rates·
ISc per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenns Cash in advance

Enclosed $•~-~~· Plat'ed by

Attendants from Albuquerque

E S S E N

N 0 \E L

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

-r.

An improperly luutdll'd umnu.tm"
based ~hemic-a\ wmpound shm"
ten.:-d iu. •.:onlainer ye.'-.tcrtlny, injuri!lg graduate >tudcnt hlct R.
Sdtt'CJlhcrp..
rhe aq:ident tWc'urrctl in a
second floor \aboratorv ol the
chemistry building. at ahn;tt3 p.m.
Polke said Schoenberg W<h
treated quickly by fire rescue
personnel fot 1\\lmCrtlU\ C'\1[; allt\
glass splint~rs in his eyes.

OLDTOWN

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PUZZLE

pan in Ihe upcoming fiesta are urgently needed. Call
Jim nt 277-5656, Projc;-et im ohco; photo documc11·
tation ofyourpaniclpmlon.
10/0(i
1~-II'ORT /\NT MEEiiNO fOR all englnecrinB
~tudenis ami rm:ully, O~:wbcr 6, 1~78, 3:00pm,
Phy~its I. & L 103, .-.pun~orcd by student clmpler,
New Me:-;ko Soc-iety of ProtC!<.~ion~l t~nginecrs

Please place. the foUowing dassified advertUement in the New Me:cko Daily
L?lm
times(s) beginning
.
, under the heading
(arcle om:): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+, HoUsing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

student

Indian Jewelry

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL

Lomas at \\" ashinll!i•tnn • 265-8846

Blast
.InJures
..

Makers of Hand Mode

110 :ll'OU\Iic: Sllilar t\ith ca~e. $85. ljhone 2(,f~.R~8J
ttftcr Nmt,
J(l,()4

Casey Optical Co.

'

,- ~ '!-j. ;g::,;-uuws

KOSSII•R.I!iiSTYl.G."i, ()RIG. $23.5. Solomon 55S's,
mig. SiO. All c.xcclleut ~· S 150 rakes it. i\J~o. YlluiJ_Iu\

'10 AU organ Kit '3"
Call for !Am Prices on Hard
Snfl or Semi-Soft Lenses

~

tj!,lfT~ !-

1977 M.<i.IJ. WITJJ OVI.'IUJkJVE $4400.00. lUI3·
.~200 ,,.,k fnr Santa
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By DONNA BINNEWEG
A unanimous decision by the
Student Court last night, in the case
of ZUniga vs. General Governmental, determirted that General
Governmental is a campus
organization and should fall under
the ASUNM Constitution for
budget funding.
Due to the nature of General
Governmental, the budget request
for ASUNM Government, a clause
will be .implemented into the
constiiution so "that, "the uninformed can't dissolve the student
government unintentionally," said
Associate Justice Robert Farmer.
This clause will set a minimum
amount that can be received if the
bill fails both referendum elections.
General Governmental, along
with five other organizations, failed
in both the spring 1978 budget
referendum elections. A 1974 Jaw
allowed General Governmental to
be funded at the previous years
level.
Tbe other organizations
could receive a mai<imum of 75
percent of their requested funding,
according to the ASUNM Constitution.
The majority of the discussion
stemmed from whether General
Governmental was a student
organization. The attorney general
said it was merely a list of requests
Jumped under one bilL
•'It was a lack of foresight on the
part of last year's president. It
should never have appeared on the
budget
referendum,"
said
President Mimi Swanson, The
court determined that because it is
funded by ASlJNM, it is a campus
organization.
.
"l have one goal in this court
case, that's . to see equity," said
Ricardo "Zuni.; Zuniga, the
plaintiFf.
This law creates an exception to
the ASlJNM Cons!itutioli and the

parts which specifically made
General Governmental an exception were determined to be
unconstitutional.
The $:i6, 153 budget was reduced
to $4,200 by the removal of salaries
and withholding taxes. The
ASUNM Constitution separates the
salaries from other financial
requests. The amount of the bill
now reflects only the supplies and
expenses needed to run ASONM
government.
(continued on page-51

Energy talk
attracts little
attention
By ROBERT R. LEE
Eleven people, including the
speaker's wife and son, attended
tbe ASUNM Speaker's Committee
presentation ort energy irt the Kiva
Tuesday.
The speaker, Ray Sherman, gave
a talk entitled "Energy! Somebody
do Something!" Sherman has a
B.A. in physics and is a
professional speaker.
In his introductory remarks,
Sherman said, " [ have to cortdude
that the turn-out tonight further
vindicates Illy conclusion that either
nobody gives a damn or nobody
thinks there is a problem (with
energy).''
Sherman then gave a brief history
of the discovery of nuclear power,
and described In layman's terms the
physics of nuclear energy.
He advocated an interim
dependence on nuclear fissiort with
solar and fusion techrtologies
become viable. Sherman said art
emphasis on fission power would
enhance the economic and military
continued On
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State finance board to review
10 special University requests
By PETER MADRID
The Board of Educational Finance is expected to
review .10 special UNM budget items when it meets
today and tomorrow in Las Cw.ces.
The BEF recommends monetary allocations to the
state legislature for state educational institutiom.
James A. Wiegmann, director of budget, said, "The
BEF staff will present the institution's request to the
board, and the board will just listen to those requests.
No recommendations will be made at this meeting."
Wiegmann said UNM will be able to expound on
line items and recommendations will be made at the

next BEF meeting in November or December.
"The items to be discussed," Wiegmann said, "arc
ongoing programs at UNM."
The )0 items arc: the Medical School, the Cancer
. Center, the Student Exchange Program, the Stale
Medical Investigator, the Emergency Medical Services
Academy, the Poison Control Center, the Out-ofCounty Indigent Fund, the Children's Psychiatric
Center, the Health Manpower Registry and the State
Student Loan Program Administration.
Also to be presented by UNM at the BEF meeting
will be a new proposal for an Institute of Public Law.

Distribute Skeen flyers

Greeks help campaigns
By ERIN ROSS
A surge of gubernatorial campaigning by members of UNM's
fraternity and sorority members
commenced this week with campus
distrubution of Joe Skeen
literature.
Sigma Chi house president Dave
Riggleman said members of his
fraternity
are
distributing
Republican Joe Skeen's flyers this
week,
"It's not a house project,'' said
Riggleman, "but a large jllfijority
of our members are for Skeen."
Only ab~ut 25 per cent of the
members are supporting King, he
said.
Skeen's Youth Director and
Sigma Chi alumnus Bill Carter said
other drcek houses have members
working for Skeen's campaign.
"We haven't gone to other
houses," he said, "we just hoped
our enthusiasm would catch on.'!
Mark Hale, spokesperson for Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, said his
house had over a dozen volunteers
working for Bruce King's or
Skeen's election.
"Our house is pretty well divided
on their support for governor," he
said.
Hale said "some houses" have
had alumni encouragement to
become politically active this year.
Asked why alumrti would encourage political activity, Hale
said "Some Greek alumni are
workirtg 11ard for the campaigns;
other Greek alumni are actually
running for ofl1~e, such as Pete

"

Domenici who was an SAE (Sigma
Alph Epsilon)."
Jim Anaya, spokesperson for
Alph Tau Omega fraternity, said
his house has about 15 to 20
members actively involved in the
gubernatorial campagn. "We now
have a cross-sectional group of
people," he said, "rather than an
exclusive group as in the past. With
more of a variety of people, there
are now more politically active

Greeks oil both sides of an issue."
Contacted about the governor's
race, a spokesperson for Alpha Chi
Omega sorority, said a few house
members were working for Skeen's
campaign, "But there are others
supporting the other side,"
·
Coordinator for Bruce K!rtg's
democratic campaign, Brian
Sanderoff, said King's campaign
literature will be distributed next
week.

RO"BEATSON PtiOTO

Dave Dick and Brad Sauters, pledges of.Sigma Chi Fraternity, distribute literature on behalf of gubernatorial can•
didate Joe Skeen in front of the SUB Monday.
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Senate rejects rescission
WASII!NUTON (UPI)--thc
Scnntc today narrowly rejected a
proposal to let st.ates which have
approved the Equal Rights
Amendment to change their minds,
dearing the way for certain extension of the ratification deadline.

.-~ ,- :till
T

The vote was 54-44.
The extension, which would give
the stales three years and three
months
more-until
June
30, 1982-now appears sure to pass
11 riday. The House approved an
indentical extension earlier this
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year, and President Carter is a
strongsupporter.
So far, 35 of the required 38
stales have ratified ERA. But
supporters say there is no chance of
adding the three states necessary to
the list before the current deadline--March 22,1979.
The amendment by Sen. Jake
Garn,· R-Utah, which would have
pcrm!tlcd any of the 35 states to
· d h ·
·
rescm
l e1r prcv10us approval
during the extension period, was
considered the most seriOllS ob&taclc to success.
Backers had feared passage of
the Garn Amendment might have
killed the bill in the few days left
before adjournment-or doomed
the ERA altogether.
Phyllis Schlafly, a leading critic
of the ERA, called the Senate's
action "the most discriminatory
vote the Senate has ever cast
because it is simply not fair."

She charged that the White
House had pressured the Senate
into rejecting the vote reversal
proposal.
Shortly before reject in!' the Gnrn
proposal, the Senat.e also defeated
an ·amendment by Sc_n. Adlai
Stevenson, D-1.1.1., under which
Congress would have_ remained
silent on the question of rescission.
Some senators said they would
rather see ERA die than establish
the precedent of permitting a state's
legislature to undo a ratification
which a previous legislature had
approved.
The ERA would add one sentence
to the Conslitutivn:
"Equality of rights under the law
shall not be abridged or denied by
the United States of any slate on
account of sex."
In final arguments, Garr1 said the
charge that his amendment was a
"killer" proposal which would end

I

hopes for ERA "is a truly
devestating
admission
by
proponents of ERA .. ,they're
saying we can't trust the legislatures
of 35 states that have already
ratified it."
Garn also said, "ll'sincrediole to
me that we can even consider an
unfair and undemocratic way of
doing things, particularily on the
issue of equal rights for women."
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Bell says crime plagues health care

.

For two !Uerchants who formerly
sold their goods exclusively on the
mall, a glass-enclosed shop in the
SUB represents the first time either
has had an established place of
business.
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McCain Martin Turquoise and
Crystal Shops &rc two businesses
housed in the same shop on the
main Ooor of the SUB across from
the caftceria.
Harold McCain started selling
turquoise on the mall about fourand-a-hall' years ago.
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Harold McCain sold turquoise on the mall for four and a
half years before he and his partner Ellis Martin opened a
new shop inside. the SUB .
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The Honors Center presents
Professor Michael McCormick and
Snake Little to discuss "The
Shadow Side of the Psyche," on
Friday from 2 to 5 in the honors
center lounge.

I
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Survey documents fraud

Ellis Martin began selling inported Austrian crystal on the mall
last March where he bccan1e
acquainted with McCain.
Neither of the two arc students at
UNM, but Martin ind.:cated an
interest in enrolling part-time to
study business.
McCain said he was a student at
UNM through December 1977.
He said he first became interested
in turquoise after coming to New
Mexico and becoming friends with
residents of Santo Domingo
Pueblo.

"Indian hand-made jewelry
reully excited me," McCain said.
"tt was the most umJSL!althing I'd

ever seen.

11

A former employee of Public
Service Company of New Mexico,
McCnin said he began selling
Indian jewelry made by Santo
Dam in go era fts men on a snmll
scale during Christm(ts )97 1 to
employees of the company.
McCain .sui.d he left Public
Service Comp;tny in 1973 a1.d
decided to sell turqutlisc on the nwll
after seeing other merchants there.
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REAL ESTATE
FOR FUN AND PROFIT
The book that answers
the question:
"How Do I Make Money In Owning A Few

buy and sell, how much to pay, and your tax:
responsibility.

Pn•st.·ription~

Casn Optical Co.
I do "'r' \\ o-..1 .,1 ( ·'"'' llo·,.oll I )roll!

John Goodhue, promotions and
projects l'oordinator of the SUB,
negotiated their shared lease, which
expirl'\ Dec. ~I, 1978, along with
those nl' lnur nther businesses
occupying shops a,·ro" from the
~.·at('lt'l

$2.75to

l hey c:ontinuc Ill operate their
rc,pecth e businc"cs on the mall.

GlASSES & CONTACIS
MADE WHllE YOU WAIT I I I

national
optical
2110 Cenltn\ S E.

ATTENTION!
ATHLETES AND OTHERS
WITH ATHLETES FOOT
If our examination confirms that you have a fungous in·
fection of the skin of your feet, you can:
1..Advance medical knowledge
2. Maybe get rid of your infection
3. Earn a volunteer fee
The Division of Dermatology of the University of New
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
antifungal agent.
Patients who are pregnant or under 18 years of age will
not be eligible for the study.
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
Saturday, oct. 7 1978.
For further information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.
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l-t:s t.e>d:.book time

e.a
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·-a montr •
for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.

donate plasma

"With current estimates or fraud

in these programs running from $1
billion to $5 billion, the presence of
organized crime is a frightening
prospect," Pepper said at the start
of hearings on the matter.
The committee surveyed federal,
state and local law enforcement
officials across the country, asking
if they had indications that
organized crime was attempting to
prolil from fraud in the huge health
care industry.
"Virtually
everyone
who
responded to our questionnaire
suggested not only that organized
crime has a foothold, but that its
influence in this field is increasing

Full employment bill
snagged in Senate
WASHINGTON (UP!)-The Humphrey-Hawkins "Full Employment"
bill already fighting for survival in the Waning days of the congressional
session-ran into a new complication in the Senate Wednesday.
The Senate Budget Committee, which for the past year had not officially
concerned itself with the bill, suddenly jumped into the act and recommended substantial changes to the full Senate.
The budget panel wants to strip the bill of provisions which it sees as
increasing the powers of Congress' Joint Economic Committee.
It also wants to delete any requirement that the fu11 House and Senate
vote annually on goals for unemployment and inflation-although it
would not change the bill's "interim target" of reducing unemployment to
4 per cent by 1983.
The committee's action comes at a time when Democratic and
Republican Senate leaders are trying to forestall a filibuster and bring the
House-passed bill to the floor before Congress quits for the year within a
couple of weeks~ at which point pending bills die.
President Carter, black leaders, the AFL-CIO and a coalition of more
than 80 religious, civil rights and other organizations have been lobbying to
get the bill to lh'e floor.
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He said investigations have
shown organized crime involvement
"to be a reality" in New York and
Michigan, but federal and state
prosecutors "have not, as of this
date, uncMered significant involvement of organized crime."

King Abdul
dead at 50,
tusks saved
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31.00ofany
admission with

In the Sheraton Old
Town Mercado
242-0441 or 883-8259

this ad worth $5 extra
New donors only. Phone for appointment
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Albuquerque Plasma Corp.
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Through October 31
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NAIROBI,
Kenya
(UPI)-Abdul, the king of Kenya's
elephants, is dead at the age of 50.
The body of the massive
elephant, whose tusks wieghed 227
pounds, was found this week at the
edge of the Marsabil Game
Reserve, 250 miles north of
Nairobi.
Park rangers said they .identified
the animal as Abdul by the size of
its tusks, a ring on the deformed
end of its right tusk and a "missing
whisk" from his taiL His age was
estimated at 50 years.
Rangers, escorted by am1ed
guards, removed Abudl's huge
tusks from the forest where. the
elephant died. Rangers then
weighed and locked them in a safe.
Although ivory sales have been
banned in Kenya, the tusks would
be worth a small fortune to an
illegal trader.
Abdul succeeded to the title of
Kenya's Largest Elephant two years
ago, following the death of Ahmed,
a giant bUll pachyderm who lived
under a 24-hour guard by decree of
the late President Jomo Kertyalta.
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The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public, weather
permitting, from 8:30 to 10 p.m. on
Friday, Oct. 6.
The observatory's 15"inch
telescope will be focused o!l the
trtoon. The 8-inch telescope will be
trained on the globular star cluster
M2, which is located irt constellation Aquarius.
Admission to the observatory,
two blocks north of Lomas on
Yale, is free. Children under 12
must be accompanied by an adult.
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DOC (Disabled on
meets today at noon in
room 253. Plans will be
and acted upon for
projects.

The UNM Philosophy Club will
meet this Friday at 3:30 p.m. to
hear Bill Hoffa speak on "The
Nature of Laughter." Refreshments will be served at 3 ill the
philosophy department lounge. The
discussion will follow in the
department library on the fifth
floor. All interested persons are
cordially invited to attend.
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The Skydiving Club will meet
tonight at 7 in room 231 C ·Of the
SUB.

UNMSpeeial

You may· save a life!
It's easy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.

301 2nd St., SW
243-4440, 4449

significantly," Pepper said.
Bell said the responses "only
confirm the conventional logic
without adding much to the limited
facts available."

897-0201 fat Info.
18 yrs_. ~xper.ience
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PRECISION M A DISCOUNT.
(For students only.)

Come byfor a special studentdiscount card.
It's good tor a whole year, and entitles you to
10'ro off any Command Performance service.
Including our precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for
cuiting the hair in harmony with the way it
grows. So as it grows it doesn't lose its shape.
Your haircut will look as good after five days

. as it does after five rninutes.
A precision ·haircut with sharnpoo and
blow-dry costs just $14.00 for guys or gals. less
10% Of course. We also offer permanent
waves, coloring, frosting and conditioning.
No appointment needed. just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely
what you need.
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Sierra Vista Shopping Center
Montgomery Blvd. at Eubank
Store hours Mon • Fri 9:00 am·9:00 pm
Sat 9:00 am-6:00 pm
298·9521
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WASHINGTON
(UP!)
Attorney General Griffin Bell said
W cdnesday there is evidence
organized crime has moved into the
health care industry, but he could
not back up a House committee's
claim that the infiltration is
widespread.
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., said
a survey by his committee on aging
"for the first time documents the
widespread
involvement
of
organized crime in the $50 billion
Medicare and Medicaid programs"
- the government's health care
programs for the poor and aged.
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LARGEST
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UNIVERSITY REALTY,
3420 Lomas NE

l.oma> at Wa.sl•inglone 2!i:\-.'>S+6
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Mnrti11 \Hld he buy' hi' Au.strian
cry;tab !rom imporlcr.s in
California. His \hop i' on one side
of till' 'tore. 11-kCain's turquni'e
and _kweh ~ h on the other.

The shop obtained the last space
available of the five glass store
fronts on Sept. 19 when McCain
signed a lease for $260 a month.
McCain told Martin of the lease
and both came in from the mall to
operate their individual businesses.

Rent Houses?" II tells you hOW and when to

i

Tickots at all TICKETM~STER locations e An ASUNM-PEC Presentation
'-

By MARC MERVIS

I.

Sen. Bircll Bayh, D-1 nd.'
however, said, "Proponents of the
ERA extension have been accused
of attempting to change the rules in
the middle of the game by giving
the stales more time to make up
their minds on the important issue.·
"If these opponents of ERA and
advocates of rescission arc so
anxious to use 'game' analogies,
then I suggest that an even stronger
case can be made on our side of the
issue," Bayh said.

~--------~--------------------~
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Merchants move
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Editorial

Comir1g of age
Thn Equal Rinhts Amendment is coming closer to becoming a
cot\stltrnional addition, thanks to the 5444 vote in the Senate
vn•;tnrday which dnfea ted a proposal to lnt states which have approved
the ERA chnnne their minds.

I"·
~I

Nnw Mnxico's senators, Hmrison Schmitt and Pete Domenici, have
c;onl<mwlly voiced their oppostion to the ERA. Schmitt, however, came
Olit ana<nst allowin\l states thnt havo passed the ERA to switch their
P<lniticm, and tlmt's the way he voted ynstncday. Domenici backs the
<novo to allow reconsideration of the votes for passage of the amendnmnt.
Wo aro pleased that Congress rejected the recision proposal and
d<sappoinHld that Now Mexico's senatorial delegation did not pay as
much heed as they should have to their constituency.
Both Schmitt and Domenici are under heavy pressure from both
opponents und proponents of the ERA. Domenici's Las Cruces and
Roswell district offices are being "swamped" with con-ERA mail, but
the volume is not as heavy in the Santa Fe or Albuquerque offices.
Scm itt's office received about 100 letters Tuesday which ran three to
one in favor or extension and against recision. He voted against
recision, but is on record as being against the Equal Rights Amendment
itself.
The ERA will add one sentence to the Constitution: "Equality of
rights under the law shall not be abridged or denied by the United
States or any state on account of sex."
Women have never been inferior to men, but no one could tell from
societal dictates for hundreds of years. There are men and women who
oppose tho ERA, who realize that women are equal to men, but they
qualify their statements - women are equal in intelligence, ability and
talent for example, but they should not be seen as equal when it comes
to utilizing those characteristics to get a job over a man and to earn
equal pay.
This atitude comes primarily from social conditioning. Women are
cooks, maids and mothers, but they are also allowed to be secretaries,
teachers. and nurses. But God help the woman who has the capabilities
for some other voation which is, social conditioning says, a man's
domain. Men are the breadwinners, the superior beings. Women who
wish to invade the male world, professionally and otheiWise, are
sometimes forced to compensate for their sex with masculine dress and
habits.
This is an anachronistic philosphy; supporters of the ERA recognize
this and seek to equalize women under federal and state law. But ERA
opponents, in one way or another, still have attitudes that should have
been left with Queen Victoria.
Fortunately, providing the Senate will pass the ammendment extension tomorrow, ERA supporters will have until1982 to convince their
foes on the issue that the ERA should be nothing more than a formality.
Equal rights for women are necessary, fair and should have been
granted in the first draft of the Constitution more than 200 years ago.
But the fight began in earnest only about 100 years ago; women's
rights crusader Susan B. Anthony was the force behind the movement.
Anthony had several conflicting ideologies - she was "liberal" on
some topics, and straight-laced .on others. She was a Quaker spinster;
an abolitionist who insisted after the Civil War that if women couldn't
be freed, neither could blac:k men; she frowned on promiscuity and
frivolity and looked upon marriage as sacred but said" .•. to live single
- without any man's name - may be honorable."
But regardless of her inconsistency, all her efforts and energies were
geared toward the lawful and social rights of Women.
Susan B. Anthony's likeness will soon be seen on the new American
dollar coin. She will likely be a constant reminder of her sex's long
struggle to achieve equality with ~en in the eyes of .society.
Once again, the final decision is in the hands of the majority via their
elected representatives. We hope every individual has made an effort to
make his views known and that the aniiquated inequality phenomenon
will soon be done away with. Once the ERA is law, societal attitude
changes are sure to follow.
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Wor/(ers exploited
Editor:
I am writing in regard to your article on the University-union
negotiations. I am a University employee and a member of the union
representing physical plant employees. I am also using a fictitious name
to sign this letter because I fear the University might retaliate by firing
me.
Your article on Sept. 22 was fine as far as it went, but I'm afraid it did
not go far enough. Physical plant employees at the University are
for
grossly underpaid. Most employees with families are eligible
food stamps and welfare. Many employees take home less than $4,000
a year. This is virtually criminal considering the high cost of living.
The University's personnel and pay policies are exploitative,
repressive and unjust. Universities are often considered to be liberal and
humanitarian institutions. Here at UNM, there is a systematic exploitation of workers that is neither liberal nor humanitarian.
The University could well afford to pay its employees much better.
Most certainly, the administrators are all very well paid. The University
can easily find money to give these high level employees raises every
year. Money is also found to build duck ponds and expensive buildings,
which line the pockets of contractors by high profit margins.
The University's policy is deliberate and systematic. Fear is used to
control employees. Many employees are older and with limited skills. If
they are fired they Will have a hard time finding· new jobs. The
University successfully exploits this to control the employees. Fear of
dismissal is a Very effective means of control.
The wages are so low at the University, a very substantial raise is
need~d just to bring them up to a minimal level. The UniverSity's wage
offer will not even keep up the cost of living. We will be worse off than
we were last year.
The Communication Workers of America, which represents the
physical plant employees, has had a marked lack of success in dealing
with the University. This same union can shut down Mountain Bell, but
cannot effectively deal with the University. It has signed several
contracts with the University that can be easily described as
"sweetheart'' contracts. Even these weak contracts cannot be enforced by the union local. The union has not shown enough
aggressiveness. We are better off With the union than we would be
without it, but the union could easily be doing much more.
The University could well afford to pay a much better set of wages.
The money is there; it is the ·priorities oft he University which is causing
the problem. No one should benefit from the exploitation of workers,
but the University is. All we want is job security and a living wage.

Meg resting

NEW YORK (UP!)-Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn was
sued Wednesday on charges he has
ordered women sports reporters

SyDNEy,
Australia,
(UPI)-Princess Margaret of
Britain was resting comfortably at
government house Wednesday and

\

NO, NO, I

making a steady recovery from the
respiratory infcation she contracted
American and National Leauge in the South Pacific, a government
playoffs.
·· spokesman said>·
The lawsuit was filed in U.S.
District Court by two reporters,
Melissa Ludtke and Kathy Andri<!
of "Sports Illustrated Magazine, ...
who said they may be assigned to
cover the playoffs and the World
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CHICAGO
(UPI)-Former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
has purchased an option for a
North American Soccer League
franchise, it was announced
Wednesday, when he was elected
chairman of the board of directors.
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... Union

A colloquium on "Dctcrminhm:
A Simplifying Perspective" will be
presented at the UNM department
of physics ami astronomy, Oct. 6,
The speaker will be Churlc.1 I..
Hyder, a consultant with the
Southwest Research and Information Center, an cnvironmcnwlly
oriented publ.ic intcresl group in
Albuqucrq\lc,

2110 Central S.E.

243-6157

COMPLETE GLASSES

$49.95
includes;
any prescription
single vision lenses
any "in stock" frame
FREE case
Guaranteed Rx. accuracy
guaranteed adjustment
your choice of lightweight
plastic or glass lenses
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''KING HEROD AOVISES"

by Garry Trudeau

Hyder to talk

condnuedfrompago1

procedure," said Gallegos, "but the third step is put off until
negotations are completed."
This is done, he said, because the principles involved in the third step
of the grievance process are busy with the negotiations. "Last year a
moratorium was placed on the entire grievance procedure," Gallegos
said, "but the backlog of cases that piled up grew so long that we
changed the policy this year."
Gallegos said, "Grievances are a standard occurrence. Often what
appears to be harrassment is merely an instance of miscommunication.
Sometimes the complaints are vaiid, sometimes they aren't.
"I'm sure if you talked to all the workers you'd find that the vast
majority of them are content with their jobs."
The CW A, which currrently represents about 45 per cent of the
University's food service and maintenance workers, is pressing for
greater membership,
"Many employees Would like to join the union,'' said one custodial
worker, "but they're afaid of losing their jobs."
Officials involved in the contract negotiations have stessed the only
issue in question is wages. One employee, who wished to remain
anonymous, said the University is using allotted sick-leave time and
paid-vacation time as bargaining chips.

"KING HEROD EXPLAINS"

~

"I'm glad to >cc 1hat Gcncml
Uovernmcntal lJII(Igct rcqtiC>t is
tl(lW rcsp<msivc to the voter>. l'lll
happy abour Ihe compromise made
by the Student Court," said
~~zuni 1 ' Ztmiga.
Any appeal!; to this dccbion must
go directly to the UNM President
and the ll\lard of Regents.

national
optical

The research Allocations Committee awarded on Monday $1,979 in
grants to four UNM professors.
Thomas Friden, chairman of the Committee, said the recipients are
Peter White, Martin Needler, Ellen Spolsky and Charles McClelland.
'
White, assistant english Professor, received $300 to aid in the final
typing of his book on Benjamin Thompson, a 17 century American poet.
Professor of political science Martin Needler, was awarded $656 to aid
in his investigation of the Cuban security police.
Ellen Spolsky, associate professor of English, received $435 to aid in the
writing of her book on literary characterizations.
Charles McClelland, associate Professor of history received $588 to aid
him in writing a book on education in Europe. ·

Hl6·A VASSAR,S.E., ALBUOUEROUE, NEW MEXICO 87100

Alexandra z. Levine

... Senate
lr.ot1t. lrorn ll1l9Jt 1l

Henry & soccer

Professors receive
$1,979 in grants

Ludtke recently obtained a court
order that said denying women
access to the Yankees' locker room
after a game was unconstitutional
because it made them compete at a
disadvantage with men.
Wednesday;s complaint said
Kuhn and the major leauges have a
policy barring women from interviewing players in the locker
rooms at the ball parks in
Phildelphia, Kansas City and Los
Angeles.

Mike Roberts

Editor:
i would like all UN M faculty and staff to know that they can elect to
give their contribution to the University Combined Fund to Planned
Parenthood by earmarking their contributions. This agency will provide
family planning services to 9,000 men and Women in Bernalillo County
this year. Fees are based upon the person's ability to pay - no one is
ever turned away because they cannot pay. Planned Parenthood also
provides community education ranging from parenting to sexualty.
Each year, such education experiences reached more than 40,000
people.
Planned Parenthood believes that individuals can and should make
his or her own informed, responsible decisions concerning parenthood.
Contributions to Planned Parenthood support individual chocie and the
services Which enable these choices. Your support means concrete
steps toward Planned Parenthood"'s goal of making eVery child in
Bernalillo County a wanted child.

Bowie sued

~~~red ;~~~~he l~~~~~:~o~~of:,~:
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strength of the U.S. through n
lessened dependence on imported
oil.
Shennan said, "Solar is not
r.e:1dy todny in spite of wh~t people
say. Solar energy is going to
contrib11te considerably, btlt we
can't run the whole country on il."
Sherman also >aid that the
technical problems with developing
fusion reactors arc tremendous. He
said it will be 40 years before the
first working fusion reactor is built,
and that,
because of the
clevclopmenl. and maintenance costs
involved, fusion power may never
become a reality.
The speaker argued that
ph110nium produced in breeder
reactors and fuel reprocessing
plant~ could be stolen by wrorists
and made into weapons. He said
that effective security )1roccdurcs
could be developed for such installations.
Sherman also said that the
breeder reactor would "extend our
ura.nium energy 100 times."
However,
Sherman
acknowledged that an adequate
KING PHOTO
means of deposing of nuclear waste
has yet to be developed.
Some, but not all, of the student parking Jots on the north
He said proposals to build
massive
orbiting solar collectors
side of Lomas are being paved.
which would beam energy to the
surface, arc unsound, because the
collectors would be vulnerable to
attack.

Paving work, now underway
at the dirt parking lot north of
University Ave., should be
completed in about four weeks,
said a project engineer.
Bob Schmidt, an engineer at
the UNM architect's office, said
that a three-part contract with
the J. R. Hale Construction
Company
will cost
the
University
an
estimated
$249,000. The contract includes
work now underway on the
Student Union access area,
$30,600, the paving of the north
parking lots, $176,400, and
work already completed near the
observatory, $42,000.
The large dirt parking lots
being paved on the north
campus are now free parking
areas Schmidt said.
A secretary at Parking Services said that the north Jot will
become a paid parking area
starting with the fall 1979
semester.
Schmidt said that the work on
the Student Union access area
will be completed in about six
weeks. The area being worked
on is between the Student Union
and the Fine Arts Center.

tACEY, HAVe YOU
CJIOSEN A C¥JY

Y(}()R f?£·EL£CllON
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Presented by Peter Pinto
Thursday, Oct. 5 and Friday, Oct. 6 at the UNM SUB Ballroom
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM
... Priced at $3.00 each or any 3 for $7.00 (tax included!
Due to Import Co.sts all Escher Prints
are offered at $4.00 each or any 2 for $7.00
CASH ONLY
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STUDY IN SOtlrH
AMERICA
'~.

The New Seoson On PBS
shoud prove to be a worthwhile
endeavor to watch out for,
Reinforcing the notion that especially for old film buffs ano
television can teach as well as other types of cinema-maniacs.
entertain viewers of all ages, public
Even the Grinch likes "Sesame
television this fall premiers three Street", evolved from a 1969
new series with particular television experiment, and is now
educational value- one fucusing the world's most acclaimed
on the diversity of man's religious children's television series, teaching
beliefs, a career education series for and pleasing very young children all
school-age children, and a group of the way up lhe ladder to very old
programs exploring the art of film. adults. Several of this season's
In addition, Channel Five continues newly-produced programs will be
to present an ambitious schedule shot on location in New York City,
for children and for those who as Big Bird, Mr.. Snuflleupagus,
enjoy children's programs.
and human and M\lppet friends
"The Long Search", a thirteen- visit Lincoln Center, Chinatown,
part series of 60-minute programs Central Park, and other landmarks.
devoted to the world's primary The familiar cast and characters
religions, the beliefs on which they will be joined by a new member this
are founded and the rit11als season, a larger-than-life Dog
associated with them. This subject named Barkley.
"Villa Alegre" will be entering
does not make an easy undertaking
of course, and the results of the its fifth season on PBS this year.
research guide the viewer through' "Villa Alegre's" unique bilingual
many fascinating images, covering format and m\llti-cultural cast
the basics of staunch Catholicism, introduce both English and
Orthodoz Judaism, the principles Spanish-speaking youngsters to the
of Unitarianism, and on to Hin- values of learning and awareness of
duism, Zulu Zionism and some of cultural diversity.
the more bizarre products of
A show called "Rebop" makes
mankind's association with what he its second appearance on the airbelieves to be .hi.s creator, in waves this year, since its premierin
whatever form. "The Long 1977 turned out to be quite a
Search" a true educational tool is success. "Rebop" is a multicultural
being offered in conjuction w'ith ~ series for preadolescents, hosted by
credit courses al many colleges and actor LeVar Burton of "Roots".
universities.
Each week, kids from different
"Freestyle", an innovative 13- ethnic and cultu,ral backgroundspart series for 9 to 12-year-olds, is from a 16-year-old runaway, to a
designed to help young kids expand
'
By JULIE NEWCOMB

Title IX Under Study

•"

liNM'S ANDEAN STUDY AND RESEARCH CENTER IN
QUITO, ECUADOH OFFEHS Ul'f'EH DIVISION AND
GHADUATE COUUSES HELATED TO LA'l1N AMERICA
in the social sciences, languages and literature.
Applicants should have a Gf'A of 2.5 or better and two years of
college Spanish or it~ equivalent since all classes arc taught in
Spanish.
DEADLINE for Spring Sem(.'Stcr: October 31, 1978
Latin American Center
229 Ortega Hall phone 277-2636

lly .RAY GLASS
President William E. Davis without
dismantling
men's
returned lo Washington, D.C. for programs in the process.
the eighth time in six months this
Despite the vagueness of the
week to participate in a task force guideline> UNM met a major HEW
sll!dying the role of Title IX as it recruitment and submilled _a plan in
relates tp intercollegiate athletics.
July for implementing Title IX.
"We submitted the proposed
T:1e f'indiogs and recom- plan lo HEW to see if it meets the
mendations of the work group regulations. But they won't rule on
eventually help the Department of any plan before our group finishes
Health, Ed!lcalion and Welfare its work,'' be said.
determine if Title IX proposals
The group's finishing date of
submitted to HEW by UNM and
other universities meet department Nov. 12 has been extended one
.month .and Davis anticipates three
regulations.
or four more meetings before the
Davis was invited to be a member work is finished.
of the group by the HEW Office for
Civil Rights and is joined by Chris
The UNM plan, developed by
Grant, athletic director at the Davis, women's athletic director
University of Iowa, and Diane
Wendt, athletic director at the
University of Denver.
Davis -- "We try to find a
J?avis said the group is currently
tc;> unravel HEW guidelines,
1ssued m November 1975, that
detail
responsibilities
of
educational institutions under Title
IX.
Tille IX is an anti-discrimination
clause in the Education Amendments Act passed by Congress in
1972.
~rymg

FITNESS CEKTEH

NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and women

"No person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be
subjected to, discrimination under
any educational program or activity
receiving
federal
financial
assistance," the clause says.
The HEW guidelines are vague .in
several places and the work group is
trying to develop an interpretation
of the guidelines agreeable to both
men's and women's athletic factions througho\lt the country, Davis
said.
He said the dilemma the group
faces is how to expand women's
programs to provide equal opp(lrtunity and adequate resources

ONE MONTH FREE
NAUTILUS is:
I) Efficient .••...••.•. 20 minutes 3 times a week
2) Effective .....•.•........ , .. '. sec results fast
3) No Contract.....•....•... , . pay each month

CALL 292-2001
2288 Wyoming, N.E.

By PETER MADRID
Kerry Scanlon of the University
of Florida and
O'.Brien of
Southern

6307 Menaul NE
881-5223

Annual
FALL SALE
OCTOBER 5, 6, and 7

New equipment:
down jackets by North Face
and Sierra Designs
Eureka Timberline Tents
Polarguard sleeping bags
by
Alpine Products
New and used Cross Country Ski
eqUipment and accessories

I
I
'

for athletes of both sexes, he said.
Davis said total equality in these
areas is unrealistk because the
athletic teams are different. Men's
football spends more money per
player than other sports because
insurance, travel and equipment
costs are higher than in other
sports.
He said the nature of an athletic
team also dictates the number of
athletes involved and this is.
reflected in the number of
sch9larships each program is
allowed.

I

I

I

r

At UNM the two major men's
sports, football and basketball, are
allowed 95 and 15 scholarships
respectively. Money for thirty
scholarships is allocated for the two
level where we can maintain major women's sports, 15 each in
all our men's programs and basketball and softball.

at the same time maintain
Estes agreed with Davis and said
our women's programs and the main problem with Title IX is
that, despite the guidelines, HEW is
go by the guidelines."

i·

Linda Estes and men's athletic
direclor LaVon McDonald, calls in
part for the continuation of two
fully developed men's sports,
football and basketball, and two
fully developed women's sports,
basketball and softball.
All other women's sports would
be funded on a comparable level
with the other men's sports.

i

hesitant to say exactly what schools
have to do to comply with the law.

I

Wolfpups

1:

Take On
JC Power

Two major areas over which the
athletic factions differ in their
interpretation of the guidelines are
equal per capita expenditures and
an equal nt1mber of scholarships

By MARK SMITH
After a discouraging 23-21loss to
lhe Air Force Academy (J. V.) last
week, the New Mexico Wolfpups
will iry again tonight for their first
victory of the season against
Ranger Junior College in Midland,
Tex.

women's golf team shot first round
scores of 74, par, during the first
round of 24th Tucker Invitational
Golf Tourney at the UNM South
Golf Course yesterday.
In the team standings for the
women, Arizona State holds a twoshot lead over San Jose State with a
team score of 311.
The women golfers from UNM,
coached by Henry Sandles, are 10
shots of the pace in seventh place
With a score of 321.
Lobo go! fer Patty Curtiss shot a
two over par 76 to lead the women
golfers. Next was Sherri Chandler
With a four ovel' par78.
Sandles said, "Hopefu1ly
fommorow if we shoot between a
310-314, we should pick up some
ground. I feel we will play better
tommorrow but then the other
teams will also play better."
At press time, the men golfers
Were still oUl playing the back nine.
After the front nine, the following
Lobo scores Were:. Mitch Mooney
38, Mark Pelletier 36, Jeff
McMillen 34, Chris Nordling 36,
Curt Byrum 39, and .I ohn Fields 36.
Action resumes today With both
men and women's competition.

Ranger is a national JC
powerhouse, and is currently
ranked in the nation's top five.
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Wolfpup Coach Gary Griffin
expects a very tough game this
evening. ''They have some extremely good players, especially in
the offensive backfield," Griffin
said. "They have an explosive
tailback by the name of Delber
Thompson, and a big animal at full
back in 'Hoss' Cartright.'' Griffin
said that most of Ranger's players
have played a year of football in the
Southwest Conference.

Thursday, Oct. 5
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All things Considered"
7 p.m.; "The Light That Jazz Lit"

Arts Events

Film; "The River" directed by Jean
Renoir, 7 and 9:15 p.m. SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Friday, Oct. 6
Concert; The Seraphin T·tio,
Leonard Felberg on Violin, Joanna
de Keyser on cello, and George
Robert on piano, 8:15p.m., Keller
Hall. Admission charge.

In this, the second game of the
'Pups three-game season, the
kickoff is scheduled for 7;30 Texas
time.
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NOW APPEARING

young kid training to be an
Olympic diver - are profiled.
"Rebop" covers a variety of
human and social issues which cross
geographical, racial, and cultural
barriers. A family dealing with
alcoholism, a high-school girl
dealing with pregnancy, and a
young boy afflicted with sickle-cell
anemia are all touched upon. The
goal of "Rebop", obviously, is to
promote social understanding
among its auience of young

111!11'

H~IIOPPER
LUNCHES ~erved l 0:30-3:00 weekduys,

Fri. & Sut. till4:00 IUJd Sun. 12:00-4:00
phone 881-8233 4800 Sa1~ Mateo N .E.

across

Allwoods

Sunday Night Is ••...

viewers.

"Studio See" is a lively,
magazine-oriented series, also for
!hose not yet in their teens, which
has pioneered the \lSe of protable
vieo equipment in national
television production. This season,
"Studio See" introduces segments
dealing with serious topics and.
problem situations, as well as the
more light-hearted information for
which the series has been known.
The highlights include a trip to
Hollywood as well as visits to
France and the and the Cayman
Islands.
Two 9ld chestnuts in children's
programming, "The Electric
Company" and "Mister Roger's
Neighborhood" return to the
screen this fall, and continue with
their educational format, as will
"Zoom." Kids often relate to
"Zoom" on a highly individual
basis, because it is actually the only
series on tclevison in which children
largely create themselves.

Bond Dotes

Alfalfa's; 50()! Lomas N.E.; Thurs.-Sal., 9 p.m.-1 a.m., DREAMER.
Apollo; 931 San Mateo N.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 8:30 p.m.-close, L.B.
COTTONWOOD.
Big Valley Ranch Co.; 8904 Mcnaul N.E.; 9:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
DISCO.
Bird of Paradise; 5211 Gibson S.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.tn.-l:30·a.m.,
AMISTAD.
Cafavan East; 7707 Central N.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 5-8;15 p.m.,
COUNTRY AFFAIRS; 8:30 p.m.-1;30 a.m., THE GARRETT
BROTHERS.
Danbi's; 2900 Coors N. W.; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-dose, DAVE
SILVERMAN GROUP, Sun., 9 p.m.-close, GOVINDA.
Eliot's Nest; 2294 Wyoming N.E.; Thurs.·Sat., 9 p.m.-close, DISCO .
The Establishment; 275 Montgomery Plaza; Thurs.-Sat., 4-7 p.m.,
FRANK LARRABEE, 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m., SPECTRUM, Sunday, 8
p.m.-close, L & L.
Fogg's Lounge; In the Albuquerque Inn downtown; Thurs.-Sat., 9
p.m.-1:30a.m., L&L.
Friar's East; 1200 Wyoming N.E.; Thursday, 10;30 p.m., FRIARS
GONG SHOW; Thurs.-Sal., 9 p.m.-1 ;30 a.m., TKO.
Friar's Pub; 6825 Lomas N.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
LICKETY SPLIT.
Generation Gap; 7400 Lomas N.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1 :30 a.m.,
DISCO.
Hello-Hello; Central at Washington S.E.; 9 p.m.-1:30 a.m.,
SOUNDSTAGE.
Hog's Breath Saloon; 4800 San Mateo N.E.; Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-I :30
a.m., H. HOPPER. H. Hopper has some new people, a new sound,
and some new instruments.
Latin Quarter; 5402 Central S. W.; Thurs. -Sun., 9 p.m.-close,
MACHO POWER U.S.A. Disco is by Pete and His Mean Boogie
Machine.

Want Ads sa'y it
in a Big Way!!

..
Sunday Afternoon Football On Giant Screen TV

DRINK DINE DANCE EXPERIENCE
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Thur. 7:00 and 9:15 SUB Theatre
The ASUNM Film Committee is pleased
to present the rarely seen Renoir masterpiece.

"The River"

ASUNM Students $1.00 Others $1.50

I

I

~~Melanie Mayron is

warm and
funny, human and lovable."
-Cosmopolitan
"Girl Friends is a
warm perceptive and
disarming movie ... a
winning performance
by Melanie Mayron
... "- Play6oy Magazine

I
I
'I

Thursday, Oct. 5
Film; The· AUdubon Wildlife Film
Series prcs~nLS "Gifts of an
Eagle", 7:30 p.m., Popejoy Hall.
Admission charge.

Griffin hopes to get a good game
again out of some of his top players
last week. He named Gerg Azar,
Jake Simpson, and Nathan Allen as
players in that category.

Are
-1
- you lon~ly?

their knowledge
.everchanging
world of ofthe work.
''Freestyle'', a production of
KCET Los Angeles, uses drama to
convey information about careerrelated activities, reinforcing the
belief that success shoud be based
on talent and ability rather than
one's race of sex. A cast of six
ethnically diverse kids of varying
ages is featur-ed in the series of 30minute programs, and each
program will also be split into two
15-minute segments for classroom
viewing.
Also set up for this fall's viewing
pleasure is a program called
"Cinamatic Eyes," which uses the
visual medium of television to
probe the art of filmmaking.
Hosted by Benjamin Dunlap of the
U nivetsity of South Carolina,
"Cinamatic Eye" examines more
than a dozen class.ic fims, from
"The Cabinet of Or. Caligari" to
"Jules and Jim," with provocative
and often-controversial reappraisals of the filmmakers and the
techniques
they
employed.
"Cinematic Eye'' is a production of
South Carolina Educational
Television Network, in cooperation
with the University of South
Carolina and Janus Films Inc, and

KUNffi Todo.y

Even with the caliber of competition UNM faces, Griffin feels
the 'Pups have an excellent chance
against the big boys from Midland.
"We'll be okay against them, and
we'll do our best. We are going
down there with a winning attitude," Griffin said.

K!,·KE .
rr.J

I

"It is unrealistic to say we
demand half of the athletic budget
and to demand equal per capita
expenditures because nothing is as
expensive as football,'' she said.

"We try to find a level where we
can maintain all our men's
programs and at the same time
maintain our women's programs
and go by the guidelines," Davis
said.

Tucker Invite's
24thTeeOH

with enrollment this week

Rental equipment:
•tents
•packs
•sleeping bags

SIJ.OOI...;/t'a

Po.rt 3: Children & Educo.tion

girl.
·
friends
Daily LOBO
Classified Advertising

Cyclops films
presents a film by Claudia ·Weili. '~Girl Friends''
st_arring. Melanie Mayron./eaturin.g.Anita Skinner,
Eli Wallac_h 1 ChriStopherduesl 1 Bob' Balaban, Gina
Rogak,AmyWright,Viveca Lindfors, & Mike Kellin.
produced & directed by. Claudia Weill. co-producer.
J_an Saunde~. xcreenptay.Vicki_ Pol on. -~tory.Ciaudia
Weill & Vicki Pol on. music. Michael Small.
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l.ONl'.ltNr:ss. tired {1f ~lmllow rchttkmships'l Prcc
l·nd~tyi·OOpm 266·1tl!IJ.
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JI{)()V WORK: TA-1·<"111, helly-Uance, y{tga, self..
dcfeme. 2Mt·7619. 21)4.4i IS.
10/06
UEL.LV lMNC'IN(i CLASSES ll'lc. t~ncitnt nrt that
cdcbrutc~ "''Unrc:n. Zin:i, 294·4715.
10/06
NATUki\L DYH WORKSIIOI' Satunlny. Oct. ith •
Clrnhvc!WitiJ:I Work~hOJl, !"-laiun.lay Oc:t. 21st htc:'l:·
fu.·n~i\·c, cnlmful dr\lgra, gift~. We" \leu• Sltrdio. 205
Swtlfon.l Sl~lfi5-9100.
1VJ{)(,
\Vh\VJNd A ('lRtl.t~ ~ off.foorn weaving clas~
u.nm Oc1. 19th· WciJ'.-ets' Stur.lin. 20S Stanfmd Sl1
26.1·9100.
10/06

LOST & I<"OUND

FIN-D YOUitSEl FlN the PeareCorps. 277·5907
12/~t

l'OUNU: 1'\VO WAllllTS. Edward C. Ra(f and
Khoa 0. Nguyen. Claim Marron lhtll. Room IO!i.
tfn

f'OUND: WOMAN'S- GOLD watch wlth broken
band, ldentlfy and daim, Marron Hall. Room lOS.
tfn

REWAN:D $15,00 FOR RETURN' orptippy laken at
Fo~nlway Oli Yale:. Blnck body, ruuy, blond rare
markings. Cali265-S382.

10/09
FOUND; A DLUE. Biology notcbpok. Identify &
claim Rm. lOS. Marron Hall.
10/10
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KIN~O'S TYPING SERVICE. tiliM Sdcc1ric) at1d
now J.mfnure Passport Photos. No appointment,

268AISIS. We. do keys.

Re:t,onable Riltt':s. 84iA~61.
10/0.S
ACCURATE TYPINd OY professional. 8'42-0461.
101!2

llUI.CIMER l.lffiSONS. 843·6487.
10/0l
C:iENUF.AL. ctNi!MA DISCOUNT movie tickets arc
on sale at the SUB b_o.'< of(ic~. $2.50 per ticket. Ciood
tot uny movie, any lime, nt Mall o·r -Louisiana tJt-vd.
Cincm:i~.
10/06
CUSTOM UVII.T WOOD rurrtiture created to tit
)'out nc~ds:. Specialil.ing in bedroom ~ets; stereo
startd$, cedar chests anJ adjustable bookshelve~.
Whoic.~alc. prk·c_~. Solid wood. 345·173 I.
10106
PROPE.SStONAt TYPIST. IDM Selectric,
Cill!ir'alitted acc::uracy·, Reasonable l'!ltes. 298·1147,
10/13

'<•lkr 26H I·~ lf•. Mm1 cwninp;<..

averiige $4 per hnur, full or pan trme, day or

nrght ~h•h- Kll'r.:hen help $2. 65 !tout. Apply tn pci'>On
at ( IJTUll<idn C~:nter
10116
PAR l .'rJMl• DISPATC'Hl-.R. Knowledge 1'll the ~HY
~mne cxpcricn~,;(:

m 11enentlurfit.:e nc~t~s<t.ry c ·ontnt:t,

C <Jrul Mt,;Kt•C'.f;!'f 2ti~ "1(11 I for <-if!poutltnc-nL H)E

M·f
IO•Ol
( i\.'i:[t\iA~ JOB~ - St: .".1MtR 'fu11 unte. ~-uwpe, ~
1\.meru.:a, Au•,[ralia. "\1tQ, eLt... All li1.1ld~. $5{Xl Sl2CJ{)

munthlv,

t:Xp~·mc~ p;.nd. ~tl(ht'·Wlll!!

\\niL'' !mcllUttonal
Herh-11!), (A 94'704
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By ANNA .POOLE
The resignation of Charles Jack
Sheehan, director student finandal
aids and career services was
described as an immense loss to
UNM by Vice President Marvin
Johnson.

<\N-Y WO\U:.N [Nll·Rl:Srt:D in playing I·lf-.L 1_>
IHJC:Kl:'r· pl~a~c \:OtrHll:t l.ore-ua at26~-')~14 m Kim
at!ii\J-Jt)LJ7 !XIIl'l(jWTICIIL't:ll~~-e~~ilTY.
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Ill(', ~I"O D.f>., wall'f p;rid- Nrr,:e ;tl(!'il. 1H2'i.
~~IL:~~~~~~ <..,1~:__ 2~(1.!~J ~-~~---~
J H'.-11\t l· JH>OMMA I J· WANThD to rcplac~
<ttllllh~·r 111 ~p;H.-rom lmuw .,.,_itllm Willkinp, dr~wncc
frumliNM. lltldll, 842-9fl19.
10/0lt.
()'NJ.. "'iit;lJf.t()OM lf(JlJSJ.~ over \tttdio, gnrugc~.
/Ulll'tl CJ. I, \tilidCck, pet~. Downtown. 247·8641.
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Rca~onablc dilil)' ar1d wr:ckly
1112( cntralSL· rtemUNM . .Phonc2~~ Jl72.
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'hllrc- two bedroom
apartnr~ut willt t;Ollrt>·;ud and fircpln.;.·.:. Prcfcl'
fcmalctJYet 21. Wrll ~ormdcr male. 268-787). 10/0S
I·RJ·!· lit•Nl HJH. r~unm repair_-;, futni~hed 2
bcdtnom nmbrlc- home; ~ltildrtm, pel\, OK. 2fll·I2S2.
lOlli

1··~1'1fiJiWtsl-WS TO '.ihitrc
wilh s;rmc. Kay·R36·0001-PM.

<lpaftlncnt or

ho11~c
101 ll

i)liJII PX • ONl•. Bl ()('K from cumpu~,l bedrQom-;
with frrcpl~c:;e, and g;nur,ct S2~0.()(J morllh, $150,00
tlcpu\il. 29V'i602.
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•

f.JIIARI· t:Nrvt'S l;XPt·-RH·Ncl· in tht!' ~ndc\
lkl<ril~ 2,~1) Ortega.
HI ll

Sheehan, who came to UNM in
1965 as director of financial aids,
submitted his resignation in a letter
dated Oct, 2.
In that letter Sheehan wrote,
"My association has been the most
rewarding experiencing of my life

and my resignation is not connected
in any way with problems within
the University."
Johnson said, "This is a great
loss to the University because
Sheehan's reputation is nationwide.t'

New Mexico

pair Jcm11n u>-.Jxial •.peaker .. Cnll277-24':'7
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Wednesday, October4, 1978
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Jobs available

EMPLOYMENT

WORK OVl~.RSUAS IN the Peace Ct:!rp~. 2.77·5907
12/01

PART·TIME JOU grudqmc

~tudents

only. After·
m1om and t:\·enin~s. MLI'5f be ablt." to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Mmt be 21 years oltl. Apply in
pcr~ou, no phone culls please. S:wcway Liquor Stores
;n 5704 L,uinas NE, 5.516 Mt:naul NE.
10/13

"Pine European Fashio11.s...
·~ ... at discount prices!"

Uoth. Friday and SatJIIa•day Nigltts
Oct.6-7
Admission
~1.00 w/UNI+IID Jllus gncst
~2.00 Jtnblic
Doors OJlen at 8:30

By BEVERLY HARRON
There are 700 full-time jobs available with day and
night shifts for UNM students.
The jobs are registered through the New Mexico
State Employment Services Division.
Bob London, director of the Job Information
Center, said these jobs are for the student who has
morning or afternoon classes and who is looking for
temporary full-time work. The jobs will be for four to
six months at 40 hours a week.
There are two different types of positions open. For
students with a high school or OED diploma or six
months of clerical experience, there are 300 temporary
Data Preparation Clerks positions at the GS-2Jevel. In
these positions, individuals will scrutinize submitted
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FOR SALE

--------------20 llS£•0 J•ORTABLE T.V '.s S.1S.OO to $60.00.441
Wyominl!: NE. 255·S!J81
10/20
BOll JAC'KSON 'IO·SPIJED profc5~iomtl bicycle,
C'atUfiY llt1tl durn.nc:e equipme-nt, metnUic green und
sil'fct·. 23 inch frmut. Mint condition. :SSSO (II' best
orr~r. 299·64iH.
tfn
SUPER iUNC.UPSj SIO. You buy pan:;;. Uob, 265~
4054.
10/06
ALTO SAX, EXCELLENT condiliein. Klng.
••suP.UR 20". '268·3401. S400 or best orfcr.
tfu

Division offers positions

UNiti'S NITE SPOT

MAUNA VOX ~·r l~R[·fl, TllNH~, Reel tn·Rccl, n'l-o
~Jl~'<Jkcr\, lt.trphnnt~, $200.00, thre-e ~ear<. old .14·1,
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owl more
883-1276

'frhench Connection. Int.
7102 Mcnaul, NE {Just E"nst nf Louisiana)

Minority Undergraduates
Work With Faculty on Research Projects.
Good Salary, Tuition and Fees, Extras.
Work with faculty on research projects. Good salary,
tuition and fees, travel.
We seek minority juniors and seniors with at least 3.0 CPA
who are interested in teaching or research careers in
biomedical, behavioral, or health-related fields. Candidates
should have had at least calculus. Selected students will participate in projects in anthropology, biology, or mathematics.

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PVZZLI
ACROSS
1 Separate
6 Curse
10 Bounders
14 Pigment
15 Diva's solo
16 Big name in
baseball
17 Coliseum
18 Colorado's
state flower
20 Thrash
21 Banff's river
22 Br. com·
poser
23 Destroy
25 Inventors'
protections

27 :.._ down:
Subduing
30 Traditionalism

Contact: Professor Richard Griego
Hum. 417- Ph. 277-4643

Mexico's most famous nama Ia America's most

WAN
~
Pancho \Jilla tequila

31 Ms. Ekberg
32 Slants
33 Nice summer
36 Small sled
37 Boston Tea
38 Part of BTU
39 Tree
40 Pierces
41 Preface:
Informal
42 Ribbed
44 Jail

45 Appetizers
47 Fat
48 MistrPat
49 Place
50 Kind of mu"~~Up

Wodnesday's Puzzle Solvod;

- '1 :

Sub. order
57 Canadian In·
dian
58 In addilion
59 Dry
60 Bowie's last
stand
61 Clairvoyant
62 Racehorse
63 Under
DOWN
1 Plant disease
2 Study
3 Athena title
4 Penirent
5 AD or BC
6 Canadian71n a line
8 Nothing
9 Water: Fr.
10 Electrical
conductors
11 Wheel jobs
12 Actor Peter
13 Litigants
19 Louis Riel

'r,\

.
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forms for completeness and accuracy prior to submitting the forms for transcribing.
At the GS-3 level, applicants must meet the
requirements for the GS-2 level plus have an additional 6 months of clerical experience or one full
year of study in a secretarial or business, school,
junior college, college, or university. There are no
typing requirements for either position.
The Civil Service Commission will accept applications for these positions through October 31,
!978. Each applicant who meets the requirements
must take a written test on simple math, alphabetizing,
verbal abilities, word relations, grammar and reading.
The New Mexico State Employment Services
Divison office is at42l Gold Avenue, S.W.

Sheehan was past president or the
Southwest Association of Student
Financial Aiel Administrators past
vice president of the National
Council of Financial Aids
Administrators and past treasurer
of the American Field Service
Chapter .
"The whole University is
suprised and disappointed he is
leaving," Johnson said. "We arc
sorry to see him leave.''
Johnson said Sheehan, in adclition to his duties at UNM, often
served as a consultant for the Dallas
regional office of the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
Johnson said, "Half the
University worked for Sheehan Fred Chreist, Registrar, and LaVon
MacDonald, athletic director.
Chrcist said he found out about
Sheehan's resignation Tuesday,
Chreist described Sheehan as

"part or the bcnucracy but he knew
how to cut the red rape in an
emergency or in a crbis frmn the
student's sl<\ndpoint."
"Jnck wns rny first boss at the
university. Not only did he know
the students needs but he hnd great
empathy for people who worked
fm him.
"His management philosorhY
was to never loose :-ight of the
people. I learned a lot from him
and l try to prn<:ticc his philosophy
in my office. His loss is
regret able."
Sheehan was out or town and
unavailable for comment.
Johnson said an acting dircctur
for financial aids would be named
Nov. l and he would "probably be
somebody working in the ortice
now." Johnson said a nationwide
:-carch would begin in. mid-October
for a successor 10 Sheehan.

Funding request
deadline set

"Oct. 6 is the deadline for requests for funding of projects and activities
to be carried out during spring semester, 1978-79. Requests should be
submitecl to the Development Office, 200 New Mexico Union " said
Robert G. Lalicker, Director of Development Services.
'
The Allocations Committee of the Greater UNM Funds (GUNMF) will
meet in mid-October to consider proposals presented as a brief written
statement describing benefits to be derived, persons involved, other
sources of funding, with a definitive budget requirements for proposals
are:. Nor~1al source~ of fu!1ding arc not available for the pmject; the
project Wtll not reqmre contrnued support from GUNMF; the request docs
not exceed $1 ,500; and projects relating to improvement of instruction at
undergraduate level or experimental or innovative projects arc given the
·
highest consideration.
"The money used for these projects is unrestricted funds from alumni
and friends and we have used approximately .$200,000 over the past ten
years for such purposes," Lalicker said.
Proposals not acceptable to the Allocations Committee are research
This is the last of a threeprojects,
including travel, salaries, writing and publication relating to these
part series.
research projects; request for instructional equipment or materials as Well
8y TRISH O'CONNOR
as support for instructional and administrative salaries and expenses; and
Picture a scene: A crowded bar use of audio-visual equipment, Lalickcr said.
room. The lights are dim and the air
is thick with smoke and musk oi[ A
tall, possibly handsome man (it's
hard to tell through the smoke)
approaches a girl sitting alone at a
table. He lets the sound of the ice
tinkling in his. half-empty glass
attract her attention.
"May I buy you a drink?" he
.
By PATRICIA BACA
.
. . , ..
asks and "eyes" her appraisingly.
"Finalists have been selected for UNM's 1978 Homecomrng, sard
Naturally, the last thing he'S inBill Walter of UNM Alumni Association. The eleven finalists.are: M.
terested in is whether or not she's
Elaine
Graeber, Mary Helen Baber, Kay A. Langley, Lmda ~·
thirsty. This is actually code for
Nicholson
Kathleen Ann Keller, Cindy Co[fey, Susan E. Lewts,
"Hi ya baby, you wanna get
A~ne
Decker, Lynn Dee Czapski, Janice Morse, and Rhonda
Patricia
lucky?"
Burger.
. ~
.
"Sure," she answers, and smiles
will
include
presentatiOn
of awards at the
Homecoming
events
that familiar half smile somewhere
Golf
Tournament
on
Oct.
6
and
7;
presentation
of candi?ates
Tucker
between innocence and seduction.
during
half-time
of
the
UNM-Texas
Tech
game
on
Oct
14; a dmner
Thus, step one of the pick-up
for guests of the Lobo Club at the Hilton Inn on Oct. 17; the 50th
routine is completed. Of coursethis
Class Reunion at the Albuquerque Country Club on Oct. 19; an
would only be effective in a bar
annual board luncheon for guests of the Alumni Association in the
with a drink. One couldn't get past
SUB on Oct. 20.
the phone number with a coke at
"The electiort of Homecoming Queen will be neld Wednesday, Ol'l.
contrnued on page 5
the SUB.
Is this· what girls want out of barhopping?
"I don't know," said Sgt. Ernest
Martinez of the Albuquerque
Police Department's Juvenile Unit.
The legal side to underaged
BINNEWEG PI-tOTO
drinking is complex. From bar
8y BILL ROBERTSON
U,nderage drinking among women is a growing problem in owners 'losrirg, liquor licenses to
The Albuquerque City Council borhood Area near Fifteenth Street
Albuquerque. Some bars will more readily admit underage minors spending a few hours in jail, unanimously
endorsed
the and Mountain Road, was given
there are at least tWo or more University Neighborhoods Area only perfunctory debate by ·the
women than underage men.
people including parents risking Sector Development Phm Monday council before it Was passed
legal trouble every time a minor night, bringing to a close protracted unanimously.ln direct contrast to the
takes a drink, said Martinez.
public debate on the merits of this large amount of public input on the
Underage girls get into bars more master
redevelopment
and University plan, there were no
often than underage men. One restoration scheme for the i.JNM residents of the Sawmill area
com mcnting on the plan before the
reason for this fs soro1e young ghetto.
women look older, said one bar
Mayor David Rusk is expected to council.
The University area plan was the
decide on the plan soon, as a citymanager.
The director or the UNM American Indian Law Center will lead a
subject
of eight previous . public
imposed
building
moratorium
contlrrued on page 3
discussion of proposed federal and state legislation, Which could affect
covering the area expires Oct. 16. hearings, during which many
Pueblo Indians, tonight at eight in the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
If, as exp·ected, Rusk approves it, residents and property owners of
Theater, 2401 12th Street, NW.
the ·plan will be established as a the ghetto neighborhoods voiced
Or. Phillip Deloria will deal with proposed legislation including House
guide to implementation of the both. support and disapproval ol
Persons are needed to man
Resolution 9054.
Albuquerque/Bernalillo
County the plan's various proposals.
chase crews for balloonist at
The bill, introduced last year, would allow all Indian treaties to be
Councillor Mel Aragon, whose
Comprehensive Development Plan
the fiesta this weekend.
cancelicd. It would also do away with Indian sovereignty, the political
and the administrati0!1 of federal District 2 is affected by the sector
Anyone interested may contact
rights they llClW have under federal law, Native American Center director
and other public funds earmarked plan, said its time had come. "Of
Mary Gillon at fiesta
Dr. Roxan11e Dunbar-Ortizsaid.
course not everyone will be com·
for city development.
headquarters at the Holiday
However, the resolution has not received a rccommcndatioll of passage
pletely satisfied (with the plan),"
Another
city
authorized
sector
Inn on Mcnaul NE.
from the House subcommittee or\ insular affairs and has since been
plan, affecting the Sawmill Neight:ont1nui:ld on page 5
shelved.

Underage drinking risky
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PARENTS! HAVJN(i BABYSITTING ruoblern~?
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UNM alumni select
homecoming finalists

follower
21 Magnanimous

24 Spenser
heroine
25 Boats
26 Overly contrived
27 Argentine
timber tree
28 Blame
29 Hospital
worker: 2
words
30 Skinned
32 Worries
34 Beginner:
Var.

35 Walpole's

alma mater
37 Sit
38 Convention
regulation:
2 words
4il Stares
41 Indignation
43 Less hard
44 Attribute
45 Land bodies
46 Aspen
47 Squalid
49 Revolve
51 Spoken
52 Italian lake
63 Recognize
55 Overlie
56 Gold: Sp.
57 Bible book:
Abbr

,.

I
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Sector plan okayed

·Pueblo Indians to discuss
cancellation of treaties

Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!

Parking in rear
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Pre-Hire
Temporary
Se..Vices

1200 San Pedro N£
262·1946

H~:lp want~d.

"•.i•ttliv•'io4/){J.{)() (all VJ~'ItJr J:~$ 82'1.~
[O;()fJ
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E-XPAND YOUR HORit;~S, Sptiitg semester in

Laborers,
Domestic:s,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No. fee,. must have tran•
sporlation and phone
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GUITAR LE..o;;SONS ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
Stud_io.2S5·5886.
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Deparbnent of Mathematics and Statistics
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10 Proof, importitCI and llotti•d hy
the Pandlo VItia COmpany,
South Son P:randac:o c·A.

rera'feq.Ualruulu

1Y.t _-6~. Pancho VIlla Tequila 1 1 o~. Grenadine, orange juice lo !iii. 'Mix in a blend~r Oi
shake well with crachd 'lcfi, strain into ·chllled ·aour glaP, To-p with lime slice and enJoy!

Crews needed
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